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SAS/INSIGHT 9.1 User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
This title is your complete documentation source for SAS/INSIGHT software, including a usage section that explains how to accomplish particular tasks as well as a reference section that provides comprehensive descriptions of data, graphs, and analyses.

SAS/INSIGHT software is a tool for data exploration and analysis. With it you can...
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Base SAS 9.1 Procedures Guide, Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4SAS Institute, 2004
Base SAS software enables you to bring all of your organization's data into a single system! In this three-volume set you have the complete reference for all Base SAS procedures! It contains numerous examples of how to use procedures to analyze, manage, and present your data. An overview of each procedure is provided, giving you a clear idea of...
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Reading External Data Files Using SAS: Examples HandbookSAS Institute, 2002
The goal when reading an external data file is to create a SAS data set or data view that SAS can process to produce meaningful reports and analyses.This book presents examples of reading external data files and instream data that you can adapt to read your own data.This chapter presents the concepts of reading these data sources with SAS.
...
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PROC SQL by Example: Using SQL within SASSAS Institute, 2008
SAS defines Structured Query Language (SQL) as “a standardized, widely used language that retrieves data from and updates data in tables and the views that are based on those tables” (see Base SAS 9.2 Procedures Guide: Procedures: The SQL Procedure: Overview). SQL is not an exclusive feature of SAS; it has been implemented by many...
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Sas/Graph 9.2 ReferenceSAS Institute, 2009
The changes and enhancements for SAS/GRAPH 9.2 are very extensive. Highlights include the following:

The new SAS/GRAPH statistical graphics suite provides a new set of procedures, a new language, and a graph editor specifically designed for creating and editing statistical graphics.
All SAS/GRAPH procedures now support ODS styles...
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Quick Results with the Output Delivery System (Art Carpenter's SAS Software)SAS Institute, 2003
Improve the appearance of your SAS output today! Learn the basic concepts of the Output Delivery System (ODS) and apply ODS features to your SAS output quickly and effectively. This book discusses issues associated with defining and selecting output destinations, selecting output objects, and creating customized output files. By using the...
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Sas 9.2 Language Reference DictionarySAS Institute, 2009
In a DATA step, you can track the execution of code within a DO group. The DATA statement has an optional argument for you to write a note to the SAS log when the DO statement begins and ends.

 New SAS system options enable you to set a default record length, specify options for accessing PDF files, specify values for Scalable...
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Sas 9.2 Output Delivery System User's GuideSAS Institute, 2009
New and enhanced features in the Output Delivery System (ODS) provide an almost limitless number of choices for reporting and displaying analytical results with a greater variety of formatting selections and output destinations.

 With ODS statements, you can use new ODS packages, measured RTF output, and enhanced inline formatting,...
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SAS 9.2 Language Reference: ConceptsSAS Institute, 2009
Documents essential concepts for the DATA step, SAS features, and SAS files.

SAS is a set of solutions for enterprise-wide business users and provides a powerful fourth-generation programming language for performing tasks such as these:

	 data entry, retrieval, and management
	 report writing...
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SAS 9.2 Intelligence Platform: Security Administration GuideSAS Institute, 2009
Explains the security model for the SAS Intelligence Platform and provides instructions for performing security-related administrative tasks. The emphasis is on suite-wide aspects of the security functionality that SAS provides.

New and enhanced features in the following areas increase security and manageability:


...
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SAS 9.2 Companion for UNIX EnvironmentsSAS Institute, 2009
The UNIX Companion contains conceptual information about executing Base SAS in the UNIX operating environment. It contains descriptions of SAS language elements that have behavior specific to UNIX.

SAS 9.2 in UNIX environments has the following new and enhanced features:

	 direct file I/O options

...
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SAS 9.2 Macro Language: ReferenceSAS Institute, 2009
Explains how to increase the modularity, flexibility, and maintainability of your SAS code using the SAS macro facility. Provides complete information about macro language elements, interfaces between the SAS macro facility and other parts of SAS software, and macro processing in general.
...
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